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In 1990, Congress established the EB-5 program 1 to promote economic growth in the United States 
through foreign investment. 2 Investors who comply with the program's requirements first receive 
conditional status, followed by the opportunity for the removal of conditions and permanent resident 
status.3 Investors may fund their own projects, or invest through a United States Citizenship and 
Immigration Services (USCIS) designated regional center. 4 

USCIS designated the Applicant as a regional center to participate in the program in July 2013. The 
Chief of the Immigrant Investor Program Office terminated the Applicant's designation in October 
2017, finding it no longer served the purpose of promoting economic growth. The Chief also noted 
that the Applicant had not properly notified USCIS of its management change. 

On appeal, the Applicant provides additional evidence and requests reinstatement of the regional 
center's designation. It asserts that its continuous pursuit of, execution of sponsorship agreements 
for, and due diligence review of potential projects demonstrate its eligibility for participation in the 
EB-5 program. It opines that the Chief terminated its designation based upon an arbitrary 
determination of which activities constitute the promotion of economic growth and upon 
requirements not stated in regulation, statute, or public guidance. It therefore concludes that the 
Chief violated its right to constitutional due process. Finally, it claims that it properly notified the 
Chief of its change in management. 

1 The EB-5 program, as it is commonly called, issues employment-based fifth preference visas. 
2 See Section 203(b)(5) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1153(b)(5). 
3 An immigrant investor files a Form 1-526, Immigrant Petition by Alien Entrepreneur, attesting that the investor meets 
the criteria for conditional resident status, which includes showing that their investment (of either $500,000 or 
$1,000,000, depending on the geographical area) creates at least 10 jobs for qualified U.S. workers. After two years, the 
investor may file Form 1-829, Petition by Entrepreneur to Remove Conditions on Permanent Resident Status, which, if 
granted, affords the investor full lawful permanent residence in the United States. As part of the petition, the investor 
must show that their initial investment is still creating the requisite number of qualifying jobs. 
4 See Section 610(a) of the Departments of Commerce, Justice, and State, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies 
Appropriations Act (the "Judiciary Appropriations Act"), 1993, Pub. L. No. 102-395, 106 Stat. 1828, 1874 
(Oct. 6, 1992), as amended. 
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Upon de nova review, we will dismiss the appeal. 

I. LAW 

In 1992, Congress enacted the Immigrant Investor Program which set aside visas for foreign 
investors who invest in a new commercial enterprise associated with a regional center designated by 
USCIS. To obtain USCIS designation for participation in the Immigrant Investor Program, a 
regional center must provide a general proposal showing how it will concentrate pooled investments 
in defined economic zones, thereby promoting economic growth. Section 610(a) of the 
Appropriations Act, as amended. The desired economic growth may be in the form of increased 
export sales, improved regional productivity, job creation, or increased domestic capital investment. 
Id. 

The proposal for a regional center must contain information concerning the kinds of commercial 
enterprises that will receive capital from investors, the jobs that will be created directly or indirectly 
as a result of such capital investments, and the other positive economic effects such capital 
investments will have. Id. 

Once the regional center is designated, in order to continue to participate in the Immigrant Investor 
Program it must "provide USCIS with updated information annually, and/or as otherwise requested 
by USCIS, to demonstrate that the regional center is continuing to promote economic growth, 
including increased export sales, improved regional productivity, job creation, and increased 
domestic capital investment in the approved geographic area." 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(m)(6)(i)(B). If the 
regional center does not submit the required information or upon a determination it no longer serves 
the purposes of promoting economic growth, USCIS will issue a notice of intent to terminate (NOIT) 
the regional center's designation allowing participation in the immigrant investor program. 8 C.F.R. 
§ 204.6(m)(6)(ii). 

11. ANALYSIS 

USCIS granted the Applicant its initial designation in July 2013 based upon a hypothetical project. 5 

In March 2017, the Chief issued a notice of intent to terminate (NOIT) its designation due to its 
failure to submit a Form I-924A, Annual Certification of Regional Center, for fiscal year 2016 and 
because it appeared that the Applicant no longer served the purpose of promoting economic growth. 
On April 11, 2017, the Applicant filed its fiscal year 2016 Form I-924A, along with a letter from its 
principal identifying multiple projects that it was pursuing actively. It also provided a copy of this 
filing and letter with its response to the Chiefs NOIT. The Chief terminated the Applicant's 
regional center designation in October 2017, finding that the principal's letter, absent supporting 

5 To show that the regional center will promote economic growth, applicants may submit proposals for hypothetical or 
actual projects. A "hypothetical project" proposal is one not supported by a comprehensive business plan, as opposed to 
an "actual project" proposal that is supported by a detailed plan. USCIS Policy Memorandum PM-602-0083 (Policy 
Memo), EB-5 Adjudications Policy 14 n.2 (May 30, 2013), https://www.uscis.gov/laws/policy-memoranda. 
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evidence and filed Forms 1-526, Petition for Alien Entrepreneur, did not establish that the Applicant 
continued to serve the purpose of promoting economic growth. 6 He also noted that the Applicant 
failed to notify USCIS within 30 days of the management change indicated on this same Form I-
924A.7 

B. Due Process 

On appeal, the Applicant contends that the statute and regulations related to termination of a regional 
center's designation are impermissibly vague and thus violate its due process rights. The Applicant 
further maintains that USCIS has, sua sponte, determined that the only acceptable evidence of 
promotion of economic growth is the filing of Form 1-526 petitions by investors in projects affiliated 
with a regional center within three years of receiving its designation. It notes that this temporal 
requirement does not appear in any statute, regulation, or USCIS policy guidance, and thus that 
"USCIS has failed to put the public on notice of these requirements." It then opines that the 
"arbitrary standard applied by USCIS, coupled with the lack of notice, constitutes a violation of the 
Regional Center's due process rights." 

USCIS administers the EB-5 program pursuant to statutory and regulatory authorities, and the 
Applicant does not argue that a specific provision of the EB-5 statute or regulations is 
unconstitutional. To the extent that the Applicant's due process argument had been grounded in the 
constitutionality of the EB-5 statute and regulations, we lack jurisdiction to rule on the 
constitutionality of laws enacted by Congress or of regulations promulgated by DHS. See, e.g., 
Matter of Fuentes-Campos, 21 I&N Dec. 905, 912 (BIA 1997); Matter ofC-, 20 I&N Dec. 529, 532 
(BIA 1992). Therefore, we will consider the Petitioner's process concerns as they relate to whether 
USCIS complied with the applicable statute and regulations. 

C. Promotion of Economic Growth 

The Chief found that the Applicant no longer served the purpose of promoting economic growth, and 
accordingly terminated its regional center designation pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(m)(6). He 
determined that, while the Applicant identified several projects in response to his NOIT, it filed no 
additional evidence showing the status of these projects. 

6 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(m)(6) requires a designated regional center to "provide USCIS with updated information to 
demonstrate that the regional center is continuing to promote economic growth, including improved regional 
productivity, job creation, or increased domestic capital investment in the approved geographic area, using a form 
designated for this purpose." If the regional center does not submit the required information or upon a determination it 
no longer serves the purposes of the program, the regional center's designation allowing participation in the immigrant 
investor program will be terminated. Id. 
7 The Applicant requested initial designation as a regional center in January 2012. The instructions for the Form 1-924 in 
effect at the time stated that "designated Regional Centers must notify USCIS within 30 days of a change of address, 
contact information, regional center principal(s), contracting agents or similar changes in the operation or administration 
of the Regional Center." See Instructions for Form 1-924, Application for Regional Center Under the Immigrant Investor 
Pilot Program, (11/23/10). 
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On appeal, the Applicant states that in previous filings "it had indicated that it had conducted due 
diligence and feasibility assessments on several projects that it intended to sponsor," and that it 
continued to seek out suitable projects. It argues that its continuous and extensive efforts to identify 
job creating investment opportunities constitute the promotion of economic growth and demonstrates 
its eligibility for continued participation in the program. The Applicant provides evidence regarding 
the due diligence it conducted for each of these business opportunities. 

To determine whether a regional center serves the purpose of promoting economic growth, we take 
into account a variety of factors, both positive and negative, that encompass past, present, and likely 
future actions. Positive factors include the extent of any job creation, the amount of investment, 
and the overall economic impact. Negative factors include inaction, mismanagement, theft, or fraud 
by the regional center or related entities, any resulting damage, and the risk imposed on investors or 
the economy. An evaluation of any negative factors should take into consideration mitigating or 
corrective actions taken by the regional center. 

In the instant case, the record contains, among other materials, a copy of the Applicant's Forms I-
924A from fiscal years 2015 and 2016, the latter of which contained a letter identifying projects it 
was contemporaneously reviewing. 8 On appeal, the Applicant submits additional evidence of its 
pursuit of the projects identified in the 2016 correspondence. It asserts that these materials 
demonstrate its ongoing pursuit and due diligence review of each of these projects. 

The Applicant first points to two service agreement included with its 2015 Form I-924A. The first is 
with for review of a project developing 
franchises throughout California. In the second, it agrees to review a hotel development project 
proposed by 9 Both agreements related to evaluating prospective projects 
for the other corporation, but the record contains no other documentation demonstrating they moved 
beyond the initial review stage or had any impact on the economy. The Applicant also notes that 
this same Form I-924A listed several other projects which it reviewed, but chose not to pursue as 
these projects did not meet its underwriting standards or because these projects proceeded with other 
funding sources. 

In its Form I-924A for fiscal year 2016 and its NOIT response, the Applicant also presented 
evidence introducing its intent to sponsor the development of the which it 
contended was to be a $5,000,000 project designed to support veterans with post-traumatic stress 
disorder. On appeal , the Applicant states this project was ultimately funded using traditional 

8 The Applicant provided additional evidence that we have reviewed, but do not discuss here. 
9 In a letter accompanying the Form I-924A for 2015, the Applicant indicated that it would be constructing up to 20 
restaurant franchises in and It also indicated that it was sponsoring the 
construction of five hotels, with sites identified in California and Oregon. We note that these proposed projects extend 
beyond the geographic scope of the regional center, which is limited to five counties in northern California, and the 
record does not establish how these projects would have promoted economic growth within the authorized region. The 
Applicant must resolve this issue in any future proceeding. 
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financing, rather than EB-5 capital. It provides a sponsorship agreement, building plans, and email 
correspondence regarding a site development permit application as evidence of its due diligence 
review and possible development of the ___ project. 

However, the project described in the sponsorship agreement provided differs significantly from 
what the Applicant alleges. The agreement asks for a capital raise of up to $8,000,000 for the 
"development, construction and operation of a [sic] Ca" where the 
"development Product is a 50-room minimum hotel product together with as the 
design development Company." The floor plans and exterior building renderings are for a project 
labeled ' and the email correspondence contains the subject line 

hotel project." Thus, these documents do not establish the Applicant's sponsorship 
or due diligence review of the _____ project. 

The Applicant also submits evidence that it conducted due diligence for a business opportunity with 
California's 

10 It would invest into to aid in expanding operations and promoting 
economic growth. The Applicant intended to enter into a joint venture agreement with 

creating an investment fund through which it would invest in or loan money to small 
businesses with "Government Backed Guarantees." It submits an October 2016 letter of intent 
between and itself to negotiate this agreement, an August 2017 draft business plan, 
offering documents, and business license. The record provides no additional 
evidence demonstrating that the Applicant entered into this joint venture agreement or that it raised 
EB-5 funds for investment in or loans to small businesses as described in the business plan. 11 

The Applicant then addresses its evaluation of the which would use EB-5 funds 
for construction of student housing in California. It provides an executed purchase offer 
for two properties located at and m California. The 
buyers of this property are listed as , and and or its 
Corporate Assignee. It also submits an amendment to this offer removing the 
parcel confirming the $2 million purchase price and a letter of intent to purchase the properties. 12 

10 At the time of the Applicant's termination, its approved geographic scope included only 
We note, however, that appears to be located in CA, 

which would place it outside the Applicant's approved geographic scope in which it must promote economic growth. 
11 A review of public records indicates that the project development did not progress beyond this nascent stage. See 

Order Taking Possession of 
Property and Business, State of California Department of Business Oversight, at 8, 11 _ 2017), 
http://www.dbo.ca.gov/Laws_ &_ Regs/dfi _ orders_files/2017 / -Commissioner-Order-and-Exhibits.pdf (last 
visited Jan. 28, 2019); See also _ _ 

, Order to Cease and Desist, State of California Department of Business Oversight 2017) at 7, 
http://www.dbo.ca.gov/Laws_ &_ Regs/dfi _ orders_files/2017 J 1/o20Cease%20and%20Desist 
%20Order%20 .pdf (last visited Jan. 28, 2019). 
12 The brief appears to contain a typographical error when referencing the street address of the project as 

California. Exhibit 10 in the record includes a Sales and Purchase agreement for property located 
at ____ California. 
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The Applicant does not clarify its relationship with these persons or entity, or how it would be 
responsible for the project itself such that the Applicant's sponsorship would serve to promote 
economic growth. Even had it done so, the record contains no other evidence of project 
development such as permit applications, construction contracts, or other materials indicative of 
development and construction activities. 

The Applicant next discusses its involvement in a hotel development located at 
California The Applicant submits a draft sponsorship 

agreement for the development of an 86-room hotel project at this address and a document titled 
prepared by It also includes an 

environmental site assessment of the project location, and a preliminary determination 
regarding issuance of a title insurance policy by Stewart Title. The Applicant also includes a 

Department of Planning, Building and Code Enforcement letter providing land use and 
review policies, as well as development regulations for a proposed "a seven-story mixed-use 
development" with both commercial and residential space at the project location. 
However, the record does not demonstrate that the Applicant is still associated with the 
project, or that it has progressed past the preliminary stages and resulted in economic growth. 

Finally, the Applicant discusses its involvement in the development of project, 
which includes the renovation of a historic mansion and creation of new senior residential space in 

California. On appeal, it submits a sponsorship agreement for the project, 
a purchase agreement and inspection report for the property, and myriad other documents 
pertaining to the historic property. However, it does not submit evidence such as a deed of trust, 
construction permits, or other materials demonstrating that the Applicant acquired the property and 
is actively involved in its development. 13 

The evidence discussed above demonstrates the Applicant's pursuit of new projects, an action which 
in and of itself serves as a positive factor in determining whether the regional center continues to 
promote economic growth. However, it does not show that these actions resulted in increased export 
sales, improved regional productivity, job creation, increased domestic capital investment, or other 
positive indicia of promotion of economic growth. 

We now examine the Applicant's Forms I-924A for evidence of other positive factors indicative of 
the promotion of economic growth. The Form I-924A requests information on a regional center's 
activities, such as the amount of EB-5 capital investment, the amount of job creation, and the 
number of Forms 1-526, and Forms 1-829, Petition by Entrepreneur to Remove Conditions on 
Permanent Resident Status, that have been approved, denied, and revoked. For fiscal years 2013 , 
2014, 2015, and 2016, the Applicant reported no capital investment, no job creation, and no 
approved petitions. In addition to this self-reported information, USCIS records indicate that there 

13 currently lists the property for sale. 
https:/ /www.goldengatesir.com/eng/sales/detail/- - · -property-located-in-the-

(last visited Jan. 28, 2019) 
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are no pending Forms 1-526 or Forms 1-829 for investments associated with the Applicant. The 
Applicant filed no additional Amendments to its designation that might be indicative of the 
promotion of economic growth in the future. 

When determining whether a regional center continues to promote economic growth, we consider 
the totality of the circumstances, weighing positive and negative factors to reach a conclusion. As 
noted above, we find that the record establishes the Applicant's active pursuit of each project is in 
and of itself, a positive indicator. However, the record does not demonstrate that other positive 
factors, such as increased export sales, improved regional productivity, job creation, increased 
domestic capital investment, or other positive indicia of promotion of economic growth, resulted 
from its sponsorship and due diligence reviews. See 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(m)(6). The negative factors 
include a four-year-long history of inactivity and a lack of evidence of the Applicant's involvement 
in any project which may serve the purpose of promoting economic growth in the future. We find 
that the negative indicia here outweigh the positive and, thus, conclude that the Applicant no longer 
continues to promote economic growth and does not warrant preservation of its regional center 
designation pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(m)(6). 

D. Management Change 

A regional center must notify USCIS within 30 days of a change in its principals or similar 
alterations in its operations or administration. 14 The record before the Chief did not establish the 
Applicant's change in ownership and resulting change in management. Although he noted the 
change in management in his termination notice, he did not use that as a ground for termination. 
Instead, he determined that the record did not demonstrate that the Applicant, under new 
management, had "assumed the duties inherent to the conduct of a regional center with regard to the 
various projects it is reviewing under the EB-5 program, including various administrative, oversight, 
record keeping, and compliance functions" as it claimed in the aforementioned 2016 
correspondence. In support of his conclusion, the Chief referenced both the Applicant's failure to 
provide proper notification of the management change and to submit a timely 2016 I-924A. 

On appeal, the Applicant provides its Amended and Restated Operating Agreement establishing its 
April 2016 change in ownership and management. It also includes a copy of the letter notifying 
USCIS of this change that it asserts it provided to the Chief It finally submits copies of email 
correspondence indicating it sent this letter via priority mail. The record contains no corroborative 
materials, such as a copy of the priority mail receipt, confirmation of delivery, or other suitable 
evidence, that the Chief received the letter. The Applicant has therefore not established that it 
advised the Chief of the change in management within 30 days of the event, as required in the Form 
1-924 Instructions. 

14 The Form 1-924 instructions in effect stated that "designated Regional Centers must notify USCIS within 30 days of a 
change of address, contact information, regional center principal(s), contracting agents or similar changes in the 
operation or administration of the Regional Center." See Instructions for Form 1-924, Application for Regional Center 
Under the Immigrant Investor Pilot Program, (11/23/10). 
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III. CONCLUSION 

The Applicant has not submitted sufficient evidence demonstrating that it continues to serve the 
purpose of promoting economic growth. Accordingly, we find the Chief properly terminated the 
Applicant's regional center designation. 

ORDER: The appeal is dismissed. 

Cite as Matter ofC-D-R-C-, ID# 1200357 (AAO Mar. 15, 2019) 


